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Question No : 1 

What is one advantage of a transactional sales approach compared to a contractual sales approach?  

 

A. More profitable  

 

B. No significant time investment required  

 

C. Price competition  

 

D. More effort required to close  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What is the major difference between an HP MFP and an HP flow MFP?  

 

A. HP flow MFPs are more energy efficient, for a greener office.  

 

B. HP flow MFPs have more optional finishing devices, for a more versatile printing system.  

 

C. HP flow MFPs are optimized to handle the demands of digital document workflows.  

 

D. HP flow MFPs are designed to fit aesthetically into a modern office environment.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

What is HP Capture and Route?  

 

A. A versatile server-based device driver  

 

B. An MFP-based capture solution  

 

C. A highly secure fleet management solution  

 

D. A highly scalable capture to workflow solution  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 4  

Which factors contribute to the low cost of printing with HP OfficeJet Pro products? (Select three.)  

 

A. Wireless connectivity  

 

B. Available high yield cartridges  

 

C. Expandable trays  

 

D. Require less energy to print  

 

E. Lifetime print heads  

 

F. Color touch screens  

 

Answer: A,B,D  

 

 

Question No : 5  

What is the most efficient procedure for using an HP flow automatic document feeder to scan multiple 

sizes of media into the same document file?  

 

A. Tape the smaller pages onto blank pages of the largest size, and scan them all at the same time.  

 

B. Separate the pages of the original into stacks of each media type, and use the job build feature to scan 

and reassemble the document.  

 

C. Scan and copy the smaller pages onto media that is the size of the largest pages, and then load the 

copies with the larger pages to scan them into a single job.  

 

D. Load all pages into the tray in the original order, and scan them all in the same job.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Which trend presents a growing security challenge for IT staff?  

 

A. Large numbers of people upgrading to the latest Windows operating system  

 

B. Larger percentages of users installing their own anti-virus software  

 

C. More people printing to fewer printing devices  
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D. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to work scenarios  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

What is likely to happen when a business customer begins using more color in their marketing 

documents?  

 

A. Decreased reaction from competitors  

 

B. Improved brand recognition  

 

C. Increased costs of mono printing  

 

D. Decreased costs of printing  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 8  

What makes an MFP more valuable than a printer with a separate scanner?  

 

A. The MFP has a much lower cost per printed page, especially with color.  

 

B. The MFP has fewer moving parts, and that means fewer paper jams.  

 

C. The MFP has a highly engineered print driver that enables improved print quality.  

 

D. The MFP takes up less space and can prioritize functions from multiple users.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What are the categories of HP LaserJet and color LaserJet MFPs? (Select three.)  

 

A. Pro  

 

B. Enterprise flow  

 

C. ePrint public print locations  
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D. Home and home office  

 

E. Small and medium business  

 

F. Enterprise  

 

Answer: A,B,F  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which unique feature of HP OfficeJet Pro products makes them ideal for use in the office?  

 

A. Photo quality printing  

 

B. USB connectivity  

 

C. Wireless connectivity  

 

D. Network manageability  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 11 

Which HP technology developed for HP industrial printing is used in the design and manufacture of the 

HP DesignJet printing process?  

 

A. HP LaserJet Modulation Technology  

 

B. HP Adaptable Printing Technology  

 

C. HP Image REt Technology  

 

D. HP Scalable Printing Technology  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Why is the growth rate of mobile scanners higher than it is for any other segment in the scanner market?  

 

A. Because the market for network scanners is saturated  
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B. Because mobile scanners use less energy than other scanners do for the image quality they provide  

 

C. Because mobile scanners are less expensive than MFPs are  

 

D. Because mobile workers use traditional scanners more often  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Which product is an HP imaging and printing management solution?  

 

A. HPPCL6  

 

B. HP ePrint  

 

C. HP Managed Print Services  

 

D. HP Web Jetadmin  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 14 

What is a good reason to print marketing materials in-house instead of outsourcing?  

 

A. To save on floor space and to reduce network traffic  

 

B. To print large runs of multi-page brochures that never change  

 

C. To save money on the costs of printing extremely large print runs  

 

D. To have flexibility and control over printing proofs and editing at a lower overall cost  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 15  

What does HP ultrasonic double feed detection do?  

 

A. Uses ultrasonic technology to exploit the memory on the connected computer  

 

B. Recognizes text and recreates it using editable fonts  
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